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K.G. was involved in fireless cooking. This activity helped

children in motor development and enhanced the social skills.

Pre. K.G. prepared Rava Laddus and J.K.G. observed the

process of preparing fruit salad. Children were taught to wash

fruits. S.K.G. chopped carrots and onions. This activity helped

them to prepare varieties of dishes without fire.

Fireless Cooking
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Children's day celebration for K.G. started with Nehru's

insignia. Teachers shared the attributes of Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehru. They were provided with palm cutouts to decorate a

class tree. Teachers entertained the children. Grade VIII

exclusively staged a Comedy Show. Parents were invited for

the Children’s Day. The day was made special for the children.

Nehru’s Insignia
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A Visit – A Special Educator

Ms. Mallika Ganapathy, our mentor from Chennai observed

Kindergarten, English Enhancement, Math Enhancement and

Resource Room classes and suggested the facilitators to focus

on the progression of children to the next level.

She conducted a session for K.G teachers in creating mind

maps for their lessons. This helped teachers to plan the

lesson in detail.
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Pride of India

Grade IV - Megadhutham made a presentation on “Mobile

Mass Wall.”
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World Kindness Day

Mr. Jayaprakash A, the Head - Department of English, shared

some information with Grade II on how to show kindness to our

mother earth. The same was shared with the other classes by

Ms. Revathy, the Librarian (Primary Section).
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Importance of Clean Water 

Grade II observed the qualities of clean water by

comparing with contaminated water.
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House Visit

Children of Kindergarten were taken for a house visit. The

objective of this activity is to learn to nurture one’s

relationship and hospitality.

The visit offered great scope for experiential learning.
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A Field Trip

J.K.G. were taken for a field trip to Mayanur to observe the

Aquarium. This field trip was conducted as part of the

theme “Under-Water Animals”. This trip provided a platform

to observe different varieties of under-water creatures.
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Art Competition

An Art Competition was conducted by Karur Vysya Bank. The

students of C.V.M participated and and provided notable

contribution.
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“World Television Day”

Gade III- Mithila organized their class time on “World

Television Day.”

A debate was conducted on the topic “Is Television a boon or

a bane?”

The program sensitized on how watching television leaves

both positive and negative impression on the lives of

children.
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“World Water Day”

Grade IV-Ramayanam observed the “World Water Day.”

Children created an awareness about the importance and the

conservation of water through a skit and a dance.
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“World Postal Day”

Ms. Renuga of the Department of Social Science briefed

about the importance of “World postal day.”
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A Conference  by XSEED

Teachers of primary school participated in the conference on

“Writing Skills”. The conference focused on some tips for

improving the writing skills.
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Utsav

Ms. Lillyvimala A, Ms. Divya T , Ms. Vanitha S, Ms. Renuka R

were a part of Utsav at Harishree Vidhyalayam in Chennai.
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Dress up A Character

K.G. put up a magnificent performance in “Dress up A

Character”. The day offered a treat to the eyes with the little

ones dressed as great personalities.
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Show & Tell
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Grades I and II were involved in “Show and Tell” activity.
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Thirukkural Recitation

Grade III participated in “Thirukural Recitation” and grades IV & V

in “Spell Bee” competition. The students recited a collection of

couplets on ethics, politics, economics and love.
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A Session for the Principals

Ms. Vidhya M.S. the Principal, attended a session on

“Confluence of School Leaders” at Kovai Sahodaya School

Complex.
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Awakened Citizen Program

A discussion session on the topic “Developing Shraddha”

and “Expanding Myself” was conducted for grades VI and

VII.
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An Aquatic Meet

Kovai Sahodaya conducted swimming competition in C.V.M.

on the 5th of November 2019. Eight schools participated

and swimmers of C.V.M. emerged as champions.
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A Prophet’s Birthday

The prophet Muhammed’s birthday - Milad-un-Nabi – was

celebrated by Grade VIII. They presented the values and

teachings of this great prophet through a variety of programs.
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“Python”

Ms. Indumathi E, the Head - Department of I.C.T., attended a

two-day training program on “Machine Learning using Python”

organized by Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises,

Coimbatore.
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Children’s Day

Grade VIII-Abhimanyu organized Children's Day as their class

time. Teachers presented a cultural programme and

organized traditional games for children. The day was fun

filled..
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Hubs of Learning

C.V.M. is a Hub of Learning in the Karur Region. Teachers from

the Department of English and Science demonstrated methods

of handling subjects to teachers of various schools in the

region.
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Hubs of Learning – Angry Gandhi

As part of the celebration of the month of honesty, a skit

named “Angry Gandhi” was enacted in the school campus.

This skit advocated how education must instill thoughtfulness

in the minds of students. The same skit was taken up as one

of the activities of Hubs of Learning and staged in Zee Litera

Valley School, Manmangalam, Karur.
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Open House

Open House was conducted for the month of November. The

meet helped both parents and teachers understand the

academic performance of the child.
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International Year of Periodic Table

Students of grade XI participated in Tamil Nadu state level

IYPT (International year of Periodic Table) held at N.G.P.

C.B.S.E. school in Coimbatore. Thirty five schools from various

districts of Tamil Nadu participated. S. Dhanush and V. S.

Sankara Narayanan secured the second place in the event.

S.Nithun Selva and A.Dev Mugundhan emerged as

finalists and were placed IVth.

Vishvinth Rajan and N.K.Rishwanth participated in innovative

depiction of periodic table.

G. Sudheksha and Kingsley Callex participated in the recitation

of 118 elements which they completed in 52 secs and 56 secs

respectively.
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“International Girl Child Day”

Grade IX observed the “International Day of the Girl Child” as

their class time. The celebration invited the audience to spread

awareness about eliminating gender abnormalities against girls

around the world.
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An Educational Tour

Students of Grade IX to XII went on a tour to Wayanad for

three days. This was an opportunity for them to learn

together while being with nature.
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Vaanagam

Grade XI visited Vaanagam which is located at Kadavoor in

Karur. “Climate Action” was their topic for Global Citizenship.

This visit provided them many valuable insights.
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District Central Library

Grade VI visited the Karur District Central Library. The

objective of the visit was to know about the working of a

Library.
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“ Fire Safety and First Aid”

Teachers and students of C.V.M. attended a session on “Basic

Fire Safety & First Aid” at Chettinad College of Engineering

and Technology. Dr. Sravanan from Primary Health Center and

Mr. Vijayakumar, the District Fire Officer, administered the first

aid and the fire safety training respectively.
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Koyamballi Farm

Grade IX made a trip to a farm at Koyamballi in Karur for

experiential learning in accordance with a poem “On killing a

tree” from English and a lesson on “The Story of Palampur

Village” from Economics.
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“Adulteration”

A session on “Adulteration” by Mr. Chockalingam, Chairman -

Co-ordinations of Consumer Associations Tamil Nadu (CAT)

was organized for grades VI, VII, VIII and IX.
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Khadi

The Khadi Movement was spearheaded by Mahatma Gandhi,

boycotting the influence of foreign clothes. As part of the

ongoing Month of Honesty, the session "Khadi" was

presented to the students from grades V to VIII in

accordance with "The Awakened Citizen Program".
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Athletic Meet

Students attended Athletic Meet at Kovai Sahodaya. Arathana

of Grade IX - Won Gold medal in 400mts & 80mts hurdles,

Bronze in long jump and the individual championship.

Dharshana of Grade IX– won bronze in a long jump and 4th

place in 100mts.

K.S.Iniyaa of Grade VII won silver in 100mts, gold in 200mts.

Under-14 girls relay students won silver medal.
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Dental and Eye Checkup

General Eye and Dental check-up camp were organized for the

students by TITAN Eye-plus and i-Tooth.
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Field Trip to Tanjavur

Grade VII were taken to Brihadeeswara Temple, Tanjore to have

an experiential learning related to the lesson in History `Rulers

and Buildings’ which focuses on `Temple architecture’.
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Video Conference

Video Conference on Climate Change was conducted in C.V.M.

Grade XI participated as they are working on the same topic

for Global Citizenship. The interaction with the students of

Ukraine and Germany helped comprehending the issues of

climate change in the global scenario.
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Video Conference

Grade X students attended a Video Conference on the topic

“Education for Global Citizenship”. Students from Ukraine,

Germany and Delhi participated in the same.
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“Impact”

Students of various houses presented the impact on social

issues like Humanity, Technology, Impact of Movie and Gender

Inequality with a deep reflection and a greater sense of

responsibility.
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TERRE Olympiad

Environmental Awareness - online quiz competition from

grade VI to XII was conducted and 15 of our students were

selected for the final round.

Maths and Science Olympiad were also conducted for Grades

VI to X.
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Art Gallery 

“Art is your emotions flowing in a river of imagination” – says a

famous author. Art Gallery of C.V.M. sparkled with a touch of

Science.
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Save Environment – Students Impact

The young environmentalists - Guru Charan and Pranesh Anand

from grade I expressed their concerns on the current state of

Earth in terms of deforestation and destruction.
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Chettipalayam, Puliyur C.F, Karur District, Tamil Nadu.

Contact Numbers: T +(0)4324 251977, M +(0)9786696574

E-mail: info@chettinadvidyamandir.org 

Website: www.chettinadvidyamandir.org


